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ABSTRACT
Pressure ulcers are a type of local soft tissue injury due to sustained mechanical loading and remain 
a common issue in patient care. People with spinal cord injury (SCI) are especially at risk of pressure 
ulcers due to impaired mobility and sensory perception. The development of load improving 
support structures relies on realistic tissue load evaluation e.g. using finite element analysis (FEA). 
FEA requires realistic subject-specific mechanical properties and geometries. This study focuses on 
the effect of geometry. MRI is used for the creation of geometrically accurate models of the human 
buttock for three able-bodied volunteers and three volunteers with SCI. The effect of geometry on 
observed internal tissue deformations for each subject is studied by comparing FEA findings for 
equivalent loading conditions. The large variations found between subjects confirms the importance 
of subject-specific FEA.

Introduction

Pressure ulcers are a form of localized soft tissue injury 
to the skin and/or underlying tissue, usually over a bony 
prominence, resulting from sustained mechanical load-
ing, such as pressure and shear deformations (NPUAP/
EPUAP/PPPIA 2014). Some pressure ulcers develop 
near the skin surface and may extend to deeper layers 
if unattended. However, there is a category that starts in 
deeper soft tissue layers adjacent to bony prominences. 
The latter category is referred to as deep tissue injury 
(DTI). Persons with reduced mobility and impaired 
sensory perception – including people with spinal 
cord injury (SCI) – are especially at risk of developing 
pressure ulcers such as DTI, because they are unable 
to detect damage development and actively adjust their 
posture to redistribute the loading themselves (Gefen 
2007). Pressure ulcers form an enormous financial bur-
den for healthcare systems worldwide. For example, in 
the United States, the annual cost of treating pressure 
ulcers that develop during a hospital stay is estimated to 
exceed $11 billion (Young et al. 2012). Pressure ulcers 
can be painful, depressing (Gorecki et al. 2009) and are 

associated with fatal septic infections and tens of thou-
sands of deaths each year in the United States (Redelings 
et al. 2005).

A large number of studies that focused on skeletal mus-
cle cells and other soft tissues, have confirmed that there 
are two damage mechanisms in the development of DTI: 
prolonged mechanical deformation and reduced oxy-
genation due to the occlusion of blood vessels (Oomens  
et al. 2014). The first damage mechanism involves direct  
deformation damage at a threshold level, which has been 
estimated to be between 0.5 and 0.6 (Loerakker et al. 2011) 
for the maximum shear strain.

In order to study the mechanisms behind pressure ulcer 
development, and to develop and evaluate management 
and prevention techniques, detailed knowledge of in vivo 
soft tissue loading is required. This includes the soft tissue 
stress and deformation distribution. These are however 
challenging to assess experimentally. Computational mod-
elling techniques, such as finite element analysis (FEA), 
on the other hand, do provide information on the internal 
mechanical state throughout the entire tissue. Hence accu-
rate FEA plays an important role in the understanding of 
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Methods

MRI based derivation of subject-specific geometry

Subject-specific geometries were obtained from MRI data 
for three able-bodied volunteers and three volunteers with 
SCI (Table 1). All experimental procedures were approved 
by the University of Alberta Research Ethics Board, and 
informed consent was obtained prior to the initiation of 
data acquisition. MRI scans were acquired using a 1.5T 
scanner (Siemens Sonata, Siemens Medical Systems, 
Erlangen, Germany) at the Peter S. Allen MR Research 
Centre at the University of Alberta.

Subjects were positioned in a supine position with their 
legs placed over a leg support to avoid loading the buttock 
region from making contact with the MRI bed (Figure 
1). All imaging was performed using a RF body coil in 
combination with a spine array. The field of view (FOV) 
captured the anatomy of the buttock, pelvic region and 
upper thigh (T1, proton density, and gradient recalled 
echo data, acquisition matrix 512 × 416, 60 slices, FOV 
400 × 325 × 240 mm, voxel size 0.78 × 0.78 × 4.00 mm).

Skin, adipose-muscle tissue and bone boundaries were 
manually segmented from the MRI data using the soft-
ware Mimics (v14.0, Materialise, Leuven, Belgium). All 
bone tissue was jointly segmented. In some images the 
skin contour on the left and right of the MRI data was 
not fully captured in the FOV for all slices (Figure 2(A)). 
For these slices the contour was manually completed (see 
added parts on left and right in Figure 2(B). Segmentations 
(Figure 2(B)) were imported into MATLAB (R2015a The 
Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) and processed using the 
open source GIBBON toolbox (r89, Moerman et al. 2013; 
Moerman 2014). The segmentations were converted to 
triangulated surface models (Figure 2(C) (1–3)) with a 
desired point spacing and smoothened (shrinkage avoid-
ing smoothening algorithm Vollmer et al. 1999). Through 
Boolean operations on the set of meshes a single closed, 
multi-boundary surface model was created consisting of 
the outer skin surface, an adipose-muscle boundary sur-
face, and a joint bone surface (Figure 2(C) (4)).

FEA model construction

Following the extraction of the subject surface geome-
tries, the 3D meshing, boundary condition specification 

the mechanisms of pressure ulcer formation (e.g. Linder-
Ganz et al. 2007; Loerakker et al. 2011; Levy et al. 2013). 
In addition, they are vital tools for FEA based design and 
development of technologies and support systems that can 
reduce the incidence of pressure ulcers (e.g. (Lim et al. 
2007; Levy et al. 2014).

However, FEA requires detailed knowledge on the 
subject-specific biomechanical properties, boundary con-
ditions, and an accurate description of the geometry. In 
terms of FEA geometries, 2D models are common (e.g. 
Levy et al. 2014), and 3D models have also been explored 
(e.g. Lim et al. 2007). To date these studies have confined 
analysis to FEA of single subjects, and direct FEA compar-
isons between multiple subjects or able-bodied volunteers 
and patient populations are lacking. It is therefore unclear 
if findings concerning tissue loading from single individ-
uals can be generalised to other individuals, or if findings 
from able-bodied subjects are descriptive for people with 
SCI. This study therefore investigates the importance of 
3D and subject-specific geometry in FEA outcomes of 
loading to the human buttock. Magnetic resonance images 
(MRI) of the buttocks region were obtained from three 
able-bodied (AB) volunteers and three volunteers with 
SCI, allowing for detailed FEA model construction. The 
models were each assigned the same soft tissue mechanical 
properties, and were subjected to equivalent plate com-
pression loading at levels of up to 240 N (35–45% of body 
weight). Internal tissue deformations predicted by FEA 
were then compared for each subject. Using these data, the 
following research questions were addressed: (1) To what 
extent will predicted loading vary across subjects? (2) To 
what extent does the predicted loading vary between the 
AB and SCI groups?

Table 1. subject parameters.

Parameter

Subjects

Spinal cord injured Able bodied

Participant 
ID# 1 2 3 1 2 3
gender M F M M M F
age (years) 30 45 55 27 21 24
Weight (kg) 63.5 54.4 56.7 70.3 63.5 68.0
Years since 

injury
10 16 2 n/a n/a n/a

injury level C5-6 t4-5 C7 n/a n/a n/a

Figure 1. schematic overview of subject positioning in the mri bore showing back and leg support systems.
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and FEA procedures were coded and automated using the 
GIBBON toolbox, which contains the open source mesh-
ing software TetGen (v1.5.0, Si 2015) used for tetrahedral 
meshing, and employs FEBio (v2.1.1, Maas et al. 2012), 
Musculoskeletal Research Laboratories, The University 
of Utah, USA) for FEA. Coding FEA procedures ensures 
repeatable and consistent analysis across all subjects.

Solid and surface meshing

All models were assigned two solid material regions, an 
adipose region and a muscle region. The latter was termed 
muscle tissue here, but effectively jointly represented all 
soft tissues between the muscle-adipose boundary and the 
bones. The solid regions were meshed using tri-linear tet-
rahedral elements (Figure 2(D)). The mesh near the plate 
was locally refined. After the solid adipose and muscle 
tissue regions were meshed, a skin shell element layer was 
specified coinciding with the triangular elements of the 
outer tissue surface. The thickness of the shell elements 
was set to 1 mm, in agreement with thicknesses employed 
elsewhere (Moore et al. 2003; Mogensen et al. 2008; Josse 
et al. 2011; Groves et al. 2012). The final FEA meshes con-
sisted of approximately 100,000 solid tetrahedral elements 
and 7000 shell elements for the skin layer. For compression 
a rigid flat plate was simulated and meshed using rigid 
triangular shell elements (Figure 3).

Constitutive modelling
Three deformable tissue types were distinguished: skin, 
adipose, and muscle tissue. The material behaviour of each 

tissue type was modelled using the following uncoupled 
strain energy density formulation (a first order Ogden 
form Simo & Taylor 1991):
 

where �̃�
i
 are the deviatoric principal stretches, and c and m 

are deviatoric material parameters. The deviatoric response 
is linearly scaled by c while the degree of non-linearity is 
controlled by m. The volumetric behaviour is dictated by 
the material bulk-modulus κ. Due to its high water content 
soft tissue is often assumed to be nearly incompressible, 
such that J = det(�) ≈ 1. In the current study κ = 400·c for 
all simulations, leading to 0.99 < J < 1.01. The remaining 
constitutive parameters employed are shown in Table 2.

Because the focus of the study was on the effects of 
subject-geometry independent of material parameters, 
all subjects were assigned the same mechanical proper-
ties. For adipose tissue, the parameters stemmed from the 
work by (Sims et al. 2010). For skin and muscle tissue, the 
parameters were manually adjusted to obtain qualitatively 
realistic contact pressures and deformation characteris-
tics. The final c and m values for skin and muscle were con-
sistent with ranges presented in the literature (Ní Annaidh 
et al. 2012) (Derler & Gerhardt 2012). In addition, for 
muscle tissue the c and m values produce behaviour in 
close agreement with (Van Loocke et al. 2006).

FEA boundary conditions
In order to compare equivalent levels of loading for each 
subject, compressions with a rigid plate (Figure 3) were 

(1)𝜓 =
c

m
2

(
�̃�m

1
+ �̃�m

2
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3
− 3

)
+

𝜅

2
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2

Figure 2. an example mri slice (a), a tissue segmentation overlaid (B), the derived surface geometry (C) for the bones (C1), muscle-
adipose tissue boundary (C2), and the skin (C3), which can be combined to create a closed surface geometry (C4), suitable for solid 
meshing for Fea, see cut-view (d).
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Results

Subject-specific 3D FEA

For the current study six MRI derived subject specific 3D 
FEA models were constructed. Apart from segmentation, 
the subject geometry creation, meshing, boundary condi-
tion specification and FEA were all achieved using freely 
available, and open source modelling tools. The frame-
work, based on the GIBBON toolbox, allows for code 
based FEA. By coding the model generation, repeatable 
and consistent meshing and boundary condition specifi-
cation was achieved across all subjects. Models typically 
consisted of 100,000 solid, and 7000 shell elements, and 
the computational time was typically 60 min (Intel Core 
i7–4910MQ CPU, 32 Gb RAM).

Compressive plate boundary conditions

Table 3 lists the applied plate displacements and the result-
ing plate reaction forces for each subject. In all cases, the 
target force was reached to within 2  N. The final plate 
displacements occurred in the ranges 14.8–33.1 mm, and 
24.7–35.2 mm for the SCI and AB groups, respectively. 
A large degree of variation is observed within the SCI 
group with SCI subject 1 presenting with nearly double 
the place displacement of that of SCI subjects 2 and 3. The 
variation of plate displacements appears less pronounced 
for the able bodied volunteers which present on average 
with 9.5 mm more plate displacement than the average of 
the three SCI subjects.

Internal tissue deformations

Figure 4 visualizes the maximum shear strains found in 
the mid sagittal plane for each subject at a force of 50 and 

simulated to forces up to 240 N. This represented between 
35–45% of body weight depending on the subject. 
Displacement control was used for plate motion, which 
was iteratively adjusted to reach the final target force to 
within 2 N. A zero-friction sliding interface was defined 
between the rigid plate (master) and skin (slave) surface. 
Bones were represented as rigid voids by fully supporting 
bone surface nodes.

Comparative analysis of effect of subject geometry

Variation of loading conditions within a group (able 
bodied and SCI) and across groups was investigated to 
assess the effect of geometry on internal tissue loading. 
The comparison focussed on analysis of: (1) indentation 
distance, (2) maximum shear strains, and (3) tissue vol-
ume subjected to maximum shear strains higher than 0.5. 
The maximum shear strain is defined as:
 

where Ei are the eigenvalues of the Green-Lagrange 
strain tensor. Shear strain levels of 0.5 were identified 
as the threshold for tissue injury (Loerakker et al. 2011); 
therefore, the total tissue volume subjected to Emax > 0.5 
was identified in this study as the damage risk volume 
(DRV).
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Figure 3. two visualizations of a model showing the plate used for compression in blue.

Table 2. Constitutive parameters.

Tissue type

Parameters

c m
skin 49.7 mpa 2
adipose 1.06 kpa 2
muscle 0.669 kpa 12
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with the plate displacements and maximum shear strain 
patterns, SCI subject 1 presents with a different behaviour 
when compared to SCI subject 2 and 3 which are relatively 
similar. The AB subjects presented with less variation and 
present with higher DRV levels than SCI subjects 1 and 2 
but lower levels than SCI subject 1.

In Figure 6 relative DRV percentages (with respect to 
total tissue model volume) are plotted against force per-
centages (with respect to body weight) for each subject. In 
addition, Figure 6 presents results not only for the total tis-
sue but also the adipose and muscle tissue independently. 
The results show that although the overall response in 
terms of DRV is similar for the AB subjects, the loading 
is distributed across the tissue types differently, i.e. for 

240 N. For all subjects the highest strains present around 
the coccyx. Maximum shear strains in excess of 0.5 are 
observed for all subjects at 240 N, but only for SCI subject 
1 and 2 at 50 N. At the 240 N load, high maximum shear 
strains spread distally of the coccyx for SCI subject 1 and 
AB subject 1 and 3. However, high maximum shear strains 
remain more localized at the coccyx for SCI subjects 2 and 
3, and AB subject 2.

To further investigate the extent of potentially damag-
ing strains, Figures 5 and 6 present DRV data as a function 
of loading for each subject. In Figure 5 the total DRV is 
shown as a function of force (Figure 5(A)) or force per-
centage relative to body weight (Figure 5(B)). These data 
illustrate the large degree of variation between subjects. As 

Figure 4. maximum shear strain results for 50 n (middle rows), 240 n (bottom rows). a schematic for the central location of the cut plane 
is shown in the top left image.

Table 3. applied force boundary conditions.

Parameter

Subjects

Spinal cord injured Able bodied

Participant ID# 1 2 3 Mean 1 2 3 Mean
Final plate force (n) 241 243 241 242 243 243 242 243
Final plate displacement (mm) 33.1 14.8 17.6 21.8 35.2 24.7 34.0 31.3
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models were constructed based on subject-specific MRI 
data. FEA of plate induced loading, similar to lying on a 
rigid surface, was performed for three able bodied volun-
teers and three volunteers with SCI. Each of the models 
was assigned the same mechanical properties and was 
subjected to the same force (up to 240 N) loading by a 
rigid flat plate.

For the maximum load, plate displacements were found 
in the ranges 14.8–33.1 mm, and 24.7–35.2 mm for the SCI 
and AB groups, respectively. The smallest displacement of 
14.8 mm was for SCI 2 who presents with very little soft 

AB subject 1 and AB subject 2 the DRV is predominantly 
found in muscle tissue, an effect not observed as dom-
inantly for the other subjects. For the volunteers with 
SCI, subjects SCI 2 and SCI 3 showed a similar response. 
However, SCI 1 showed the highest DRV percentage of all 
subjects for all loads.

Discussion

In order to study the effects of geometry on FEA find-
ings for loading in the human buttocks, detailed 3D FEA 

Figure 5. loading force against drV for each subject (a), and the force percentage (with respect to body weight) against drV percentage 
(with respect to total volume) for each subject (B).

Figure 6. the drV percentages (with respect to total volume) against force percentage (with respect to body weight). results are split 
into those for the total tissue, and the muscle and adipose tissue independently. the horizontal axis was cropped 35%, a level up to which 
all subjects have data.
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presenting with high strains are most vulnerable. Further 
the findings of variability hold irrespective of chosen dam-
age risk measure.

In the current study a single set of literature based con-
stitutive parameters was used for all subjects. In reality, 
these parameters are subject-specific and may depend on 
pathology. However, since in the current study the effect 
of geometry alone was of interest, this simplification was 
deemed justified. Future work featuring subject-specific 
constitutive properties will aid in the more realistic eval-
uation of tissue loading and therefore the subject’s risk to 
injury given a particular loading regime. Further, tissue 
anisotropy should be considered.

In this study, the soft tissue is represented by skin, adi-
pose, and muscle tissue regions. The mechanical behaviour 
in each region was modelled as homogenous and continu-
ous. In reality these regions may not be homogeneous. The 
muscle tissue for instance has subject-specific, and spa-
tially varying, levels of intramuscular fat. Intramuscular 
fat infiltration has been reported for people with SCI (Wu 
& Bogie 2013) and has been shown to be a risk factor 
for tissue loading (Sopher et al. 2011). Therefore, subjects 
with increased intramuscular fat may be at an increased 
risk. In the study by Sopher et al. (2011), the effects of 
intramuscular fat were studied through FEA of loading 
for the same geometry but with varying degrees of fat 
infiltration. Conversely in our study, since the effect of 
3D geometry was of interest, the muscle tissue properties 
were the same across all subjects while geometries varied. 
Future work could investigate the relative importance of 
either or both geometrical variations and tissue compo-
sition variations.

Tissue loading due to external rigid plate induced com-
pression was considered here. For different load cases, 
the internal tissue loading and the degree of variability 
between subjects may change. Loading to the buttock 
typically occurring during sitting or lying is most rel-
evant to pressure ulcer research, and the plate induced 
loading presented here more closely resembles the latter. 
Exploring other load cases combined with a comparison 
to experimental loading will be the topic of future work.

To create the detailed subject-specific 3D geometries, 
high resolution MRI data were required in the current 
study. MRI is the gold standard for high resolution soft 
tissue imaging and is feasible for basic research, such as 
that presented here. Ultrasound imaging may in the future 
present a more practical approach than MRI. For exam-
ple, Atkin et al. (2016) recently demonstrated the feasi-
bility of using ultrasound for assessment of geometrical 
features such as tissue thickness and radius of the ischial 
tuberosities.

In order to record MRI data for the unloaded geometry, 
a special support cushion was put in place to help avoid 

tissue covering the coccyx (Figure 4); hence, this sub-
ject presented with highly localized and high maximum 
shear strains at the coccyx and forces increased faster as a 
function of plate displacement due to the proximity of the 
bone to the plate. The opposite occurred for AB 1, with 
the highest plate displacement of 35.2 mm, and presented 
with a thicker layer of tissue at the bony features (Figure 
4). As shown in Figure 5, in terms of DRV the AB subjects 
presented with a very similar response. AB 3 however had 
relatively more adipose tissue and therefore this tissue was 
more involved when compared to AB 1 and AB 2. SCI 1 
showed the highest, and earliest onset, of DRV. However, 
interestingly, the other two SCI subjects appeared least 
vulnerable of all in terms of DRV for the loads evaluated. 
This illustrates the level of variability in predicted tissue 
loading due to the varying subject geometries. The main 
take home message of this study is therefore that internal 
tissue loading is highly dependent on the subject-specific 
geometry. Further it was found that based on geometry 
alone SCI subjects do not necessarily present as more vul-
nerable than AB subjects.

Few studies have compared tissue deformation charac-
teristics of AB and SCI subjects. In addition, experimental 
conditions and analysis methods vary significantly, thus 
hindering detailed and direct comparison to the literature. 
Linder-Ganz et al. (2008) studied loading in the buttocks 
of AB and paraplegic individuals for sitting (n = 6 AB, 
n = 6 SCI) and lying (n = 2 AB and n = 6 SCI) by using 
2D MRI before and after weight-bearing, combined with 
2D subject-specific FEA. On average the group with para-
plegia presented with higher stresses and strains and were 
therefore considered more vulnerable. However, the range 
of derived maximum shear strains, for both groups and 
both load cases, did overlap due to subject-to-subject vari-
ations, a result consistent with the findings presented here.

Because the current study included only three volun-
teers in each of the AB and SCI groups, a thorough statis-
tical analysis was not possible. Nevertheless, the findings 
on variation between subjects are valuable and can be used 
to formulate recommendations for FEA, i.e. that subject- 
specific analysis is required.

The DRV data represents the volume of tissue subjected 
to maximum shear strains in excess of 0.5 (motivated by 
Loerakker et al. [2011]). As investigations into damage 
thresholds are still ongoing, other thresholds and dam-
age risk factors may be proposed in the future. Further, 
thresholds are likely subject-specific. The relative DRV 
measures presented here were chosen to enable compari-
son between subjects. Other means to draw comparisons 
between subjects may be proposed, e.g. to make data rela-
tive to volume of a particular tissue region rather than the 
entire model. In addition, independent of threshold and 
damage risk interpretation, it remains likely that subjects 
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realistic 3D and subject specific geometries are therefore 
required.
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